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Interchange Data: Progressive-Transfer Toggle
&
Split-Rocker Master Switches
Z−Figures in the AeroElectric Connection
feature the two−pole, three−position,
progressive transfer toggle switch with a
schematic and terminal numbering
convention as illustrated here.
The upper half of the switch controls the
battery master contactor through
terminals 1 and 2. The lower half
controls the alternator through
terminals 5 and 4.
Positioned full down, both circuits are
OFF. When moved to the center position,
terminals 2 and 1 are connected which
closes the battery contactor leaving the
alternator OFF. When moved to the top
position, terminals 5 and 4 are ˆmade˜
thus adding the alternator.
Not all manufacturers follow the
same numbering conventions.
Microswitch (Honeywell) devices
use the pattern on the right while
Carling uses the pattern on the
left. Notice that the columns are
simply swapped between the two
brands. The S700 series switches
from B&C are made by Carling.
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Many light aircraft in general
aviation have been fitted with a
two−pole, interlocked, ˆsplit
rocker˜ switch for the purpose of
controlling DC power in the
aircraft. The function of this
switch is to allow the battery to
be turned ON without also having
the alternator ON; but preventing
the alternator from being left ON
while the battery is OFF.
The less expensive (and more
universally available) progressive
transfer, toggle switches handily
emulate the interlocking operation
of the popular ˆsplit rocker˜
switch, some builders opt to
incorporate this traditional device
into their Owner Built and
Maintained projects.

These switches are also made by
Carling and have the same numbering
convention as their toggle switches
except that terminals 3 and 6 are left
off the assembly. Further, the airframe
manufacturers have identified value in
having dual spade terminals at positions
2 and 4. Except for the dual terminals
and deleted terminals, the
functionality of the ˆsplit rocker˜
switch is exactly the same as the S700−
2−10 toggle switches illustrated in the
Z−figures.
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